SECURE CONNECTIONS
FROM BEGINNING TO END

Kangaroo™ enteral feeding products with ENFit connections system
Nutrition Source

Current bag and safety spike sets will remain the same. Syringes will be changing to ENFit connections in 2016.

The Kangaroo™ family of enteral feeding is synonymous with secure, innovative products for nutrition delivery. Recently, the International Standards Organization created ISO CD 80369-3 defining a safe design for an enteral feeding connector. In collaboration with companies across the industry, we helped develop the ENFit connections system and the Stay Connected initiative. With the adoption of ENFit connections, the complete Kangaroo™ portfolio will have an internationally accepted standard for secure enteral connections.
The Kangaroo™ family of enteral feeding products help keep you securely connected — from beginning to end.

At the formula source, our sets will also help keep you compliant whether you are using a standard feeding bag, a formula bottle or a syringe pump.

ENFit connections on our feeding bags, spike sets and enteral feeding syringes will help you properly connect to your patient tubing.

Finally, all of our feeding tubes will also transition to the ENFit connections system to help keep your patients properly connected — from beginning to end.

**CONNECTION TO PATIENT FEEDING TUBE**

Enteral feeding sets with ENFit connector and transition connector

To help with the transition in design, all sets will ship with a transition connector to help you use the new-design pump sets while you transition your access-device inventory.

**PATIENT FEEDING TUBE**

Kangaroo™ adult feeding tube

Kangaroo™ gastrostomy feeding tube

Kangaroo™ pediatric feeding tube
GEDSA
Medtronic is a charter member of the Global Enteral Device Supplier Association (GEDSA). With the goal of enhancing patient safety, GEDSA was formed to help introduce international standards in medical-device tubing connectors. Visit GEDSA.org.

Stay Connected
Stay Connected is a communications program created by GEDSA to facilitate a successful transition to new ENFit connectors. These connectors are intended to promote compatibility and consistency while reducing the likelihood of tubing misconnections. The Stay Connected initiative will help gradually introduce new standard connectors for specific delivery systems, including neuraxial, limb-cuff inflation and respiratory applications.

Sign up to Stay Connected
To sign up for email updates with the latest information and tools to help you with this transition, visit StayConnected.org.

SafeEnteralConnections.com
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